The answers to these riddles are written in code. Replace each letter of the riddle answers with the letter that comes before it.

\[ \text{B} = \text{A}, \quad \text{C} = \text{B}, \quad \text{D} = \text{C}, \text{ and so on.} \]

**Example:** SJEEMF = RIDDLE

1. What did the frog order at McDonald's?
   
   __________________________
   
   GSFODI  GSJFT  BOE  EJFU  DSPBL

2. What happened when the girl read a book about helium?
   
   __________________________
   
   TIF  DPVMEO'U  QVU  JU   EPXO

3. Why did the banana go to the doctor?
   
   __________________________
   
   CFDBVTF  JU  XBT  OPU  QFFMJOH  WFSZ  XFMM

4. Why do chickens lay eggs?
   
   __________________________
   
   JG  UIFZ   ESPQ   UIFN   UIFZ   CSFBL

5. What kind of monkey can fly?
   
   __________________________
   
   B  IPU   BJS  CBCPPO
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The answers to these riddles are written in code. Replace each letter of the riddle answers with the letter that comes before it.

B = A,  C = B,  D = C, and so on.

example:  SJEEMF = RIDDLE

What did the frog order at McDonald's?

FRENCH FRIES AND DIET CROAK
GSFODI  GSJFT  BOE  EJFU  DSPBL

What happened when the girl read a book about helium?

SHE COULDN'T PUT IT DOWN
TIF  DPVMEO'U  QVU  JU   EPXO

Why did the banana go to the doctor?

BECAUSE IT WAS NOT PEELING VERY WELL
CFDBVTF  JU  XBT  OPU  QFFMJOH  WFSZ  XFMM

Why do chickens lay eggs?

IF THEY DROP THEM THEY BREAK
JG  UIFZ  ESPQ  UIFN  UIFZ  CSFBL

What kind of monkey can fly?

A HOT AIR BABOON
B  IPU BJS  CACPPO
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